Samsung
Galaxy Z Flip3
5G 128GB Lavender
Stock is heavily constrained during launch phase,
delivery of stock will be staggered over a period of time,
delays will apply. See store for details. The Galaxy Z
Flip3 5G brings superb features, in a sleek, ultrapocketable and newly robust design. Never miss a
detail on the silky-smooth scrolling 120Hz, 6.7” Infinity
Flex Display. Change the way you capture with the dual
rear cameras and front camera, and use Flex Mode for
super stable shots. Then make a splash as one of the
world’s first water-resistant, foldable smartphones. It’s
time to flip tech on its head. Key Features A new look
everyone will flip for: Stand out with a vibrant palette of
colours, beautifully complemented by striking design,
and a revolutionary 1.9” Cover Screen. Then unfold the
phone for a striking 6.7” Infinity Flex Display. Flex mode
frees your hands up: The Galaxy Z Flip3 5G stands all
on its own when in Flex mode, meaning you can
capture stylish selfies and clips as well as video call, all
hands free. Work flexibly across multiple apps: Drag
and drop apps across the unfolded or semi-folded
display, to multitask across your apps to get more done.
Caught in the rain? No sweat: The Z Flip3 5G has an
IPX8 water resistance rating, meaning it can handle
splashes with ease. 1 You can even unfold safely out in
the rain. Change the way you capture: Snap up all the
best moments with 12MP Ultra Wide and Wide-angle
Rear Cameras, as well as a 10MP Front Camera. No
time to unfold? Take selfies with the Rear Cameras, and
get a preview from the handy Cover Screen. Pocket
sized fun: Fully folded, the phone measures just
107.2mm, allowing it to fit into even the smallest of
pockets. The cover screen has you covered: Check

messages, take photos, play music and more, all
without opening your phone, via the customisable 1.9”
Cover Screen. Hyperfast 5G: Catch up on your favourite
shows, content and games, with the almost non-existent
latency of 5G download speeds. 2 1 IPX8 certified water
resistance for up to 30 minutes in up to 1.5m of water.
Rinse thoroughly in fresh water after salt or chlorinated
water exposure. Device is not dust resistant. 2 5G
services and functionality are dependent upon network
provider and are only supported in 5G network enabled
locations. Actual speed may vary by country, carrier,
data plan, network/user environment, content provider
and other factors.

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product
Type

Samsung
Mobile Phones

Phone Specifications

Series

Samsung Galaxy Z Flip

Display Features

Screen Size
Refresh Rate

6.7"
120 Hz

Rear Camera

Rear Camera
Type
Main Rear
Camera

Single
12 MP

Front Facing Camera

Front Facing
Camera Type

Single

Front Facing

10 MP

Camera
Storage Features

Internal Storage
Capacity

128 GB

Connectivity Features

Cellular Network

5G

Additional Features

Water Resistant
IP Rating

Yes
IPX8

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
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